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1 Scalable Distributed Nonnegative Matrix
2 Factorization with Block-Wise Updates
3 Jiangtao Yin, Lixin Gao, Fellow, IEEE, and Zhongfei Zhang

4 Abstract—Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been applied with great success on a wide range of applications. As NMF is

5 increasingly applied to massive datasets such as web-scale dyadic data, it is desirable to leverage a cluster of machines to store those

6 datasets and to speed up the factorization process. However, it is challenging to efficiently implement NMF in a distributed

7 environment. In this paper, we show that by leveraging a new form of update functions, we can perform local aggregation and fully

8 explore parallelism. Therefore, the new form is much more efficient than the traditional form in distributed implementations. Moreover,

9 under the new form of update functions, we can perform frequent updates and lazy updates, which aim to use the most recently

10 updated data whenever possible and avoid unnecessary computations. As a result, frequent updates and lazy updates are more

11 efficient than their traditional concurrent counterparts. Through a series of experiments on a local cluster as well as the Amazon EC2

12 cloud, we demonstrate that our implementations with frequent updates or lazy updates are up to two orders of magnitude faster than

13 the existing implementation with the traditional form of update functions.

14 Index Terms—NMF, block-wise updates, frequent updates, lazy updates, concurrent updates, MapReduce

Ç

15 1 INTRODUCTION

16 NONNEGATIVE matrix factorization (NMF) [2] is a popular
17 dimension reduction and factor analysis method that
18 has attracted a lot of attention recently. It arises from a wide
19 range of applications, including genome data analysis [3], text
20 mining [4], and recommendation systems [5]. NMF factorizes
21 an original matrix into two nonnegative low-rank factor
22 matrices by minimizing a loss function, which measures the
23 discrepancy between the original matrix and the product of
24 the two factor matrices. Due to its wide applications, many
25 algorithms [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] for solving it have
26 been proposed. NMF algorithms typically leverage update
27 functions to iteratively and alternatively refine factormatrices.
28 Many practitioners nowadays have to deal with NMF on
29 massive datasets. For example, recommendation systems in
30 web services such as Netflix have been dealing with NMF on
31 web-scale dyadic datasets, which involve millions of users,
32 millions of movies, and billions of ratings. For such web-scale
33 matrices, it is desirable to leverage a cluster of machines to
34 speed up the factorization process. MapReduce and its var-
35 iants [13], [14], [15] has emerged as a popular distributed
36 framework for data intensive computation. It provides a

37simple programming model where a user can focus on the
38computation logic without worrying about the complexity of
39parallel computation. Prior approaches (e.g., [16]) of handling
40NMF onMapReduce usually pick anNMF algorithm and then
41focus on implementingmatrix operations onMapReduce.
42In this paper, we present a new form of factor matrix
43update functions. This new form operates on blocks of matri-
44ces. In order to support the new form, we partition the factor
45matrices into blocks along the short dimension to maximize
46the parallelism and split the original matrix into correspond-
47ing blocks. The new form allows us to update distinct blocks
48independently and simultaneously when updating a factor
49matrix. It also facilitates a distributed implementation. Dif-
50ferent blocks of one factor matrix can be updated in parallel,
51and can be distributed in memories of all machines of a clus-
52ter and thus avoid overflowing the memory of one single
53machine. Storing factor matrices inmemory can support ran-
54dom access and local aggregation. As a result, the new form
55of update functions leads to an efficient MapReduce imple-
56mentation. We illustrate that the new form works for NMFs
57with a wide class of loss functions.
58Moreover, under the new form of update functions, each
59time we can just update a subset of its blocks instead of all
60the blocks when we update a factor matrix. The number of
61blocks in the subset is adjustable, and the only requirement
62is that when one factor matrix is updated the other one is
63fixed. For instance, we can update one block of a factor
64matrix and then immediately update all the blocks of the
65other factor matrix. We refer to this kind of updates as
66frequent block-wise updates. Frequent block-wise updates aim
67to utilize the most recently updated data whenever possible.
68As a result, frequent block-wise updates are more efficient
69than their traditional concurrent counterparts, concurrent
70block-wise updates, which update all the blocks of either
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71 factor matrix alternately. Furthermore, we can apply even
72 more flexible update scheduling for frequent block-wise
73 updates. Instead of updating blocks in a cyclic manner, we
74 can select a number of important blocks to update in each
75 iteration for further improving performance. This approach
76 is referred to as lazy block-wise updates. Additionally, we
77 prove that both frequent block-wise updates and lazy
78 block-wise updates maintain the convergence property.
79 We present implementations of block-wise updates for
80 two classical NMFs: one uses the square of Euclidean dis-
81 tance as the loss function, and the other uses the generalized
82 KL-divergence. We implement concurrent block-wise
83 updates on MapReduce, and implement concurrent, fre-
84 quent, and lazy block-wise updates on an extended version
85 of MapReduce, iMapReduce [17], which supports iterative
86 computations more efficiently. We evaluate these imple-
87 mentations on a local cluster as well as the Amazon EC2
88 cloud. With both synthetic and real-world datasets, the eval-
89 uation results show that our MapReduce implementation
90 for concurrent block-wise updates is 19x - 107x faster than
91 the existing MapReduce implementation [16] with the tradi-
92 tional form of update functions, and our iMapReduce
93 implementation further achieves up to 3x speedup over our
94 MapReduce implementation. Furthermore, the iMapReduce
95 implementations with frequent block-wise and lazy block-
96 wise updates can be much faster than that with concurrent
97 block-wise updates. Accordingly, our iMapReduce imple-
98 mentation with frequent block-wise updates (or lazy block-
99 wise updates) is up to two orders of magnitude faster than

100 the existing MapReduce implementation.
101 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
102 briefly reviews the background of NMF. Section 3 introduces
103 block-wise updates. Concurrent block-wise updates, fre-
104 quent block-wise updates, and lazy block-wise updates, are
105 presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides our efficient imple-
106 mentations of distributed block-wise updates. Section 6
107 presents the evaluation results. Section 7 surveys related
108 work, and this paper is concluded in Section 8.

109 2 BACKGROUND

110 NMF aims to factorize an original matrix A into two non-
111 negative low-rank factor matrices W and H. Matrix A’s ele-
112 ments must be nonnegative by assumption. The achieved
113 factorization has the property of A ’WH. A loss function is
114 leveraged to measure the discrepancy between A and WH.
115 More formally:
116 Given A 2 Rm�n

þ and a positive integer k� minfm;ng,
117 find W 2 Rm�k

þ and H 2 Rk�n
þ , such that a loss function

118 LðA;W;HÞ is minimized.
119 The loss function LðA;W;HÞ is typically not convex in
120 both W and H together. Hence, it is unrealistic to have an
121 approach of finding the global minimum. Fortunately, there
122 are many techniques for finding local minima.
123 A general approach is to adopt the block coordinate
124 descent rules [7]:

125 � InitializeW ,H with nonnegativeW 0,H0, t 0.
126 � Repeat until a convergence criterion is satisfied:
127 FindHtþ1: LðA;Wt;Htþ1Þ � LðA;Wt;HtÞ;
128 FindWtþ1: LðA;Wtþ1; Htþ1Þ � LðA;Wt;Htþ1Þ.

129When the matrix loss function is the square of the Euclid-
130ean distance, i.e.,

LðA;W;HÞ ¼ jjA�WHjj2F ; (1)
132132

133where jj � jjF is the Frobenius norm, one of the most well-
134known algorithms for implementing the above rules is Lee
135and Seung’s multiplicative update approach [6]. It updates
136W andH as follows

H ¼ H � WTA

WTWH
; W ¼W � AHT

WHHT
; (2)

138138

139where the symbol “�” and the symbol “-” (or equivalently
140“/”) are used to denote the element-wise matrix multiplica-
141tion and division, respectively.

1423 DISTRIBUTED NMF

143In this section, we present how to apply the block coordi-
144nate descent rules to NMF in a distributed environment.

1453.1 Decomposition

146A loss function is usually decomposable [18]. That is, it can be
147represented as the sum of losses for all the elements in the
148matrix. For example, the well adopted loss function, the
149square of the Euclidean distance, is decomposable. We list
150several popular decomposable loss functions in Table 1. To
151achieve better sparsity in W and H, regularization terms
152have been proposed to add into loss functions [19]. For exam-
153ple, the square of the Euclidean distance with an L1-norm
154regularization on W and H can achieve a more sparse solu-
155tion

LðA;W;HÞ ¼ jjA�WHjj2F þ a
X
ði;rÞ

Wir þ b
X
ðr;jÞ

Hrj; (3)

157157

158where a > 0 and b > 0 are regularization parameters
159which trade off the original loss function with the regular-
160izer. Another common loss function with the regularization
161term [5] is as follows:

LðA;W;HÞ ¼ jjA�WHjj2F þ �ðjjW jj2F þ jjHjj2F Þ; (4)
163163

164where � is the regularization parameter. One can also
165replace ðjjW jj2F þ jjHjj2F Þ with

P
i;jðjjWijj2 þ jjHjjj2Þ (where

166jj � jj denotes the L2-norm) to obtain another loss function.
167The regularization term itself is usually decomposable as
168well. Therefore, the final loss function is decomposable. We
169focus on NMF with decomposable loss functions.
170Distributed NMF needs to partition the matrices W , H,
171and A across compute nodes. To this end, we leverage a
172well-adopted scheme in gradient descent algorithms [20],
173[21], which partitions W and H into blocks along the short

TABLE 1
Decomposable Loss Functions

Square of Euclidean distance
P
ði;jÞðAij � ½WH	ijÞ2

KL-divergence
P
ði;jÞ Aij log

Aij

½WH	ij
Generalized KL-divergence
(I-divergence)

P
ði;jÞðAij log

Aij

½WH	ij � Aij þ ½WH	ijÞ

Itakura-Saito distance
P
ði;jÞð Aij

½WH	ij � log
Aij

½WH	ij � 1Þ
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175 nal matrix A into corresponding blocks. We use symbol

176 W ðIÞ to denote the Ith block of W, HðJÞ to denote the Jth
177 block of H, and AðI;JÞ to denote the corresponding block of
178 A (i.e., the ðI; JÞth block). Under this partition scheme, AðI;JÞ

179 is only related to W ðIÞ and HðJÞ when computing the loss
180 function and is independent of other blocks of W and H, in
181 terms of loss value (computed by the loss function). We
182 refer to the partition scheme as block-wise partition. The view
183 of the block-wise partition scheme is shown in Fig. 1. Previ-
184 ous work on distributed NMF [16] also proposes to partition
185 W and H along the short dimension. The key difference
186 between this partition scheme and the block-wise partition
187 scheme is that the former splits W and H into row and col-
188 umn vectors, respectively, while the latter splits W and H
189 into blocks. Since one block of W and one block of H can
190 contain a set of row and column vectors, respectively, the
191 block-wise partition scheme can be considered as a more
192 general scheme. Moreover, the block-wise partition scheme
193 splits A into blocks as well.
194 Due to its decomposability, loss function LðA;W;HÞ can
195 be expressed as

LðA;W;HÞ ¼
X
I

X
J

LðAðI;JÞ;W ðIÞ; HðJÞÞ: (5)
197197

198 Let

FI ¼
X
J

LðAðI;JÞ;W ðIÞ; HðJÞÞ; (6)200200

201

GJ ¼
X
I

LðAðI;JÞ;W ðIÞ; HðJÞÞ; (7)203203

204

205 then we have

LðA;W;HÞ ¼
X
I

FI ¼
X
J

GJ: (8)207207

208

209 FI and GJ can be seen as local loss functions. The overall
210 loss function L is a sum of local loss functions. By fixing
211 H, FI is independent of each other. Therefore, FI can be
212 minimized independently and simultaneously by fixing H.
213 Similarly, GJ can be minimized independently and simul-
214 taneously by fixing W .

215 3.2 Block-Wise Updates

216 The block-wise partition allows us to update its blocks inde-
217 pendently when updating a factor matrix (by fixing the
218 other factor matrix). In other words, each block can be
219 treated as one update unit. We refer to this kind of updates
220 as block-wise updates. In the following, we illustrate how to
221 update one block ofW (by minimizing FI) and that ofH (by

222minimizing GJ ). We take the square of the Euclidean dis-
223tance and the generalized KL-divergence as examples. Nev-
224ertheless, the techniques derived in this section can be
225applied to any other decomposable loss function.

2263.2.1 Square of Euclidean Distance

227Here we first show how to update one block of H (i.e., HðJÞ)
228when the square of the Euclidean distance is leveraged as the
229loss function. We refer to this type of NMF as SED-NMF.
230WhenW is fixed,minimizingGJ can be expressed as follows:

min
HðJÞ

GJ ¼ min
HðJÞ

X
I

jjAðI;JÞ �W ðIÞHðJÞjj2F : (9) 232232

233

234We here leverage gradient descent to updateHðJÞ

HðJÞuv ¼ HðJÞuv � huv
@GJ

@H
ðJÞ
uv

; (10)

236236

237where HðJÞuv denotes the element at the uth row and the vth
238column ofHðJÞ, and huv is an individual step size for the cor-
239responding gradient element, and

@GJ

@H
ðJÞ
uv

¼
X
I

ððW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞHðJÞ � ðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞÞ
" #

uv

: (11)
241241

242

243If all step sizes are set to some sufficiently small positive
244number, the update should reduce GJ . However, if the
245number is too small, the decreasing speed can be very slow.
246To obtain a good speed, we derive step sizes by following
247Lee and Seung’s approach

huv ¼
HðJÞuv

½PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞHðJÞ	uv
: (12)

249249

250

251Then, we have

HðJÞuv ¼ HðJÞuv

½PIðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ	uv
½PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞHðJÞ	uv

: (13)
253253

254

255Similarly, we can derive the update formula for W ðIÞ as
256follows:

W ðIÞ
uv ¼W ðIÞ

uv

½PJ A
ðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT 	uv

½PJ W
ðIÞHðJÞðHðJÞÞT 	uv

: (14)
258258

259

260We have derived the update formulae with the gradient
261descent method. It is important to note that we can also uti-
262lize other techniques, such as the active set method [8] and
263the block principal pivoting method [22], to derive the
264update formulae. Furthermore, we can even use different
265methods for different blocks at the same time. For example,
266we can use the gradient descent method to update half of
267blocks ofH and use the active set method for the other half.

2683.2.2 Generalized KL-Divergence

269Now we derive the update for one block ofH when the gen-
270eralized KL-divergence is used as the loss function. We refer
271to this type of NMF as KLD-NMF. When W is fixed, mini-
272mizing GJ can be expressed as follows:

Fig. 1. Block-wise partition scheme for distributed NMF.
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min
HðJÞ

GJ ¼ min
HðJÞ

X
I

X
i2I;j2J

Aij log
Aij

½WH	ij
�Aij þ ½WH	ij

 !
: (15)

274274

275

276 We also leverage gradient descent to updateHðJÞ

HðJÞuv ¼ HðJÞuv � huv
@GJ

@H
ðJÞ
uv

; (16)

278278

279 where @GJ

@H
ðJÞ
uv

¼PI

P
i2I ½Wiu �Wiu

Aiv
½WH	iv	. Again we derive

280 step sizes by following Lee and Seung’s approach: huv ¼
281

H
ðJÞ
uvP

I

P
i2I Wiu

.

282 Then, we have

HðJÞ ¼ HðJÞ �
P

IðW ðIÞÞT AðI;JÞ
W ðIÞHðJÞP

IðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ ; (17)

284284

285 where EðI;JÞ is a a� bmatrix with all the elements being 1 (a
286 is the number of rows in W ðIÞ and b is the number of col-
287 umns inHðJÞ).
288 Similarly, we can derive the update formula forW ðIÞ

W ðIÞ ¼W ðIÞ �
P

J
AðI;JÞ

W ðIÞHðJÞ ðHðJÞÞ
TP

J E
ðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT : (18)290290

291

292 4 UPDATE APPROACHES

293 Block-wise updates can handle each block of one factor
294 matrix independently. This flexibility allows us to have dif-
295 ferent ways to update blocks. We can simultaneously
296 update all the blocks of one factor matrix and then update
297 all the blocks of the other factor matrix. Also, we can update
298 a subset of blocks of one factor matrix and then update a
299 subset of blocks of the other one, and the number of blocks
300 in the subset is adjustable. Furthermore, we do not neces-
301 sary update blocks of a factor matrix in a cyclic manner.
302 Actually, we can select a number of blocks to update in each
303 iteration, and the selection is based on a block’s importance.

304 4.1 Concurrent Block-Wise Updates

305 With block-wise updates, one basic way of fulfilling the
306 block coordinate descent rules is to alternatively update all
307 the blocks of H and all the blocks of W . Since this way
308 updates all the blocks of one factor matrix concurrently, we
309 refer to it as concurrent block-wise updates.
310 From the matrix operation perspective, we can show con-
311 current block-wise updates derived in the previous section
312 are equivalent to the multiplicative update approach. Take
313 SED-NMF for example. We can show that updates in
314 Eqs. (13) and (14) are equivalent to those in Eq. (2). Without
315 loss of generality, we assume that the HðJÞ is one block of H
316 from the J0th column to the Jbth column. Let Y be one block
317 ofWTWH from the J0th column to the Jbth column, then we

318 have Y ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞHðJÞ, sinceWTW ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ.
319 Assuming that X is one block of WTA from the J0th column

320 to the Jbth column, we can show that X ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ.
321 Hence, for both concurrent block-wise updates and the mul-
322 tiplicative update approach, the formula for updatingHðJÞ is
323 equivalent to HðJÞ ¼ HðJÞ � X

Y . That is, Eq. (13) is equivalent

324to the formula for updating H in Eq. (2). Similarly, we can
325showEq. (14) is equivalent to the formula for updatingW .

3264.2 Frequent Block-Wise Updates

327Since all the blocks of one factor matrix can be updated
328independently when the other matrix is fixed, another
329(more general) way of fulfilling block coordinate descent
330rules is to update a subset of blocks of H, and then update a
331subset of blocks ofW . Since this way updates a factor matrix
332more frequently, we refer to it as frequent block-wise updates.
333Frequent block-wise updates aim to utilize the most recently
334updated data whenever possible, and thus can potentially
335accelerate convergence.
336More formally, frequent block-wise updates start with
337some initial guess ofW andH, and then seek to minimize the
338loss function by iteratively applying the following two steps:

339Step I: FixW , update a subset of blocks ofH.
340Step II: FixH, update a subset of blocks ofW .

341In both steps, the subset’s size is a parameter, and we rotate
342the subset on all the blocks to guarantee that each block has
343an equal chance to be updated. The subset’s size controls
344the update frequency. In an extreme case, if we always set
345the subset to include all the blocks, frequent updates
346degrade to concurrent updates.
347Frequent block-wise updates provide a high flexibility to
348update factor matrices. For simplicity, we update a subset
349of blocks of one factor matrix and then update all the blocks
350of the other one in each iteration. Here, we assume that we
351update a subset of blocks of W and then update all the
352blocks of H. Intuitively, updating H frequently might incur
353a large additional overhead. Fortunately, we will show (in
354Section 4.4) that the formula for updating H can be incre-
355mentally computed. That is, the cost of updating H grows
356linearly with the number of W blocks that have been
357updated in the last iteration.

3584.3 Lazy Block-Wise Updates

359We can apply even more flexible update scheduling for fre-
360quent block-wise updates. Instead of updating blocks of a
361factor matrix in a cyclic manner, we can select a number of
362important blocks to update in each iteration. Since this
363approach updates a block only when the block is deter-
364mined to be important, we refer to it as lazy block-wise
365updates. The high level idea behind it is that not all the
366blocks are of equal importance for each iteration. For exam-
367ple, if elements of the original matrix A are not evenly dis-
368tributed (i.e., some parts of A have more non-zero values
369while other parts have much less non-zero values), the
370blocks corresponding to the dense part of A may need to be
371updated more often. Selective updates have shown promis-
372ing results in several iterative algorithms [23], [24], [25].
373Similar to frequent block-wise updates, lazy block-wise
374updates also start with some initial guess of W and H, and
375then seek to minimize the loss function by iteratively apply-
376ing the following two steps:

377Step I: FixW , update a number of selected blocks ofH.
378Step II: FixH, update a number of selected blocks ofW .

379The selection of blocks to update s based on a block’s impor-
380tance. For example, we can use the L1-norm of the delta
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381 block, which is the change of a block before and after update
382 to measure its importance. That is, jjDW ðIÞjj1 ¼ jjW ðIÞnew �
383 W ðIÞjj1 is used to measure the importance of block W ðIÞ. For
384 simplicity, we only perform lazy block-wise updates on W .
385 That is, each iteration we update a number of selected
386 blocks of W and then update all the blocks of H. The idea of
387 lazy block-wise updates applies toH as well.

388 4.4 Incremental Computation

389 We here illustrate how to incrementally update H when a
390 subset of blocks of W has been updated. In order to update
391 H, we need to compute certain global statistics over all the
392 blocks of W . This is because one block of H is related to all
393 the blocks of W when calculating the loss function.
394 For example, when calculating GJ (defined in Eq. (7)), a
395 particular block of H (i.e., HðJÞ) and all the blocks of W are
396 involved. The global statistics over all the blocks of W can
397 be expressed as a summation of local statistics over each
398 individual block of W . If a block does not change, the cor-
399 responding local statistics does not change as well. As a
400 result, if caching the local statistics for all the blocks, we
401 do not need to recompute them for unchanged blocks. In
402 this way, unnecessary operations can be avoided. Further-
403 more, we can also cache the global statistics. Then, we can
404 refresh it by accumulating the old value and the changes
405 on local statistics. Next, we introduce incremental compu-
406 tation for SED-NMF and KLD-NMF, respectively, through
407 identifying global statistics and local statistics.

408 4.4.1 Incremental Computation for SED-NMF

409 For SED-NMF, in order to incrementally update H when a
410 subset of W blocks are updated, we introduce a few auxil-
411 iary matrices. Let XJ ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ, XJ

I ¼ ðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ,
412 S ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ, and SI ¼ ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ. Among them,XJ

413 and S can be considered as global statistics, and XJ
I and SI

414 can be seen as local statistics. Then,HðJÞuv can be updated by

HðJÞuv ¼ HðJÞuv

XJ
uv

½SHðJÞ	uv
: (19)416416

417

418 We next show how to incrementally calculate XJ and S
419 by saving their values from last iteration. When a subset of
420 W ðIÞ (I 2 C) have been updated, the new value of XJ and S
421 can be computed as follows:

XJ ¼ XJ þ
X
I2C
ðW ðIÞnewÞTAðI;JÞ �XJ

I

h i
; (20)423423

424

S ¼ S þ
X
I2C
ðW ðIÞnewÞTW ðIÞnew � SI

h i
: (21)426426

427

428 From Eqs. (19), (20), and (21), we can see that the cost of
429 incrementally updating HðJÞ depends on the number of W
430 blocks that have been updated rather than the total number
431 of blocks thatW has.

432 4.4.2 Incremental Computation for KLD-NMF

433 For KLD-NMF, we also introduce a few auxiliary matrices
434 to incrementally update H when a subset of W blocks

435 are updated. Let XJ ¼PI ½ðW ðIÞÞT AðI;JÞ
W ðIÞHðJÞ	, XJ

I ¼ ðW ðIÞÞT
436

AðI;JÞ
W ðIÞHðJÞ , S ¼PI ½ðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ	 (S is a vector), and SI ¼

437ðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ. Again,XJ andS can be considered as global sta-

438tistics, andXJ
I and SI can be seen as local statistics. Then,HðJÞuv

439can be updated byHðJÞuv ¼ HðJÞuv
XJ
uv

Su
.

440We next show how to incrementally calculate XJ and S
441by saving their values from last iteration. When a subset of
442W ðIÞ (I 2 C) have been updated, the new value of XJ and

443S can be computed as follows: XJ ¼ XJ þ
P

I2C ½ðW ðIÞnewÞT
444

AðI;JÞ
W ðIÞnewHðJÞ �XJ

I 	; S ¼ S þPI2C ½ðW ðIÞnewÞTEðI;JÞ � SI 	.
445Again, we can observe that the cost of incrementally
446updatingHðJÞ depends on the number ofW blocks that have
447been updated rather than the total number ofW blocks.

4484.5 Convergence of Proposed Approaches

449We here prove that both frequent block-wise updates and
450lazy block-wise updates maintain the convergence property.
451We use SED-NMF as an instance. The proof for KLD-NMF
452can be derived similarly. For SED-NMF, we first prove that
453GJ and FI are nonincreasing under formulae Eqs. (13) and
454(14), respectively (as stated in the following two thorems).
455We then show the overall loss function L is nonincreasing
456when either frequent block-wise updates or lazy block-wise
457updates are applied.

458Theorem 4.1. GJ is nonincreasing under formula Eq. (13). GJ

459is constant if and only ifHðJÞ is at a stationary point of GJ .

460Theorem 4.2. FI is nonincreasing under formula Eq. (14). FI is
461constant if and only ifW ðIÞ is at a stationary point of FI .

462We leverage the concept of auxiliary functions [6] these
463two theorems.

464Definition 1. Uðs; stÞ is an auxiliary function for F ðsÞ, if
465Uðs; stÞ 
 F ðsÞ and Uðs; sÞ ¼ F ðsÞ.
466The auxiliary function turns out to be useful because of
467the following lemma.

468Lemma 4.3. If U is an auxiliary function, then F is non-increas-
469ing under the updating rule stþ1 ¼ argminsUðs; stÞ.
470Proof.

F ðstþ1Þ � Uðstþ1; stÞ � Uðst; stÞ ¼ F ðsÞ: (22)
472472

473tu
474We can see that the sequence formed by the iterative
475application of Lemma 4.3 leads to a monotonic decrease in
476the objective function value F ðsÞ. Therefore, for an algo-
477rithm that iteratively updates s in order to minimize F ðsÞ,
478we can prove its convergence by constructing an appropri-
479ate auxiliary function.
480We now construct auxiliary functions for

P
I jjAðI;JÞ �

481W ðIÞHðJÞjj2F .
482Lemma 4.4. If V ðhtÞ is the diagonal matrix

VaðhtÞ ¼ dab½
P

IðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞht	a
ht
a

; (23) 484484

485then

Uðh; htÞ ¼ F ðhtÞ þ ðh� htÞrF ðhtÞ
þ ðh� htÞTV ðhtÞðh� htÞ (24)

487487
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488 is an auxiliary function for

F ðhÞ ¼
X
I

jjAðI;JÞi �W ðIÞhÞjj2; (25)

490490

491 where h can be seen as one column ofHðJÞ.

492 Proof. Uðh; hÞ ¼ F ðhÞ is obvious. Next, we show Uðh; htÞ 

493 F ðhÞ. We have

F ðhÞ ¼ F ðhþ ht � htÞ
¼ F ðhtÞ þ ðh� htÞrF ðhtÞ
þ ðh� htÞT

X
I

½ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ	ðh� htÞ:
(26)

495495

496 Then,

Uðh; htÞ � F ðhÞ ¼ ðh� htÞT
n
VaðhtÞ

�
X
I

½ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ	
o
ðh� htÞ: (27)

498498

499 The proof of Uðh; htÞ 
 F ðhÞ can be completed by show-

500 ing VaðhtÞ �PI ½ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ	 is a positive semidefinite

501 matrix. tu
502 For the auxiliary function in Eq. (24), we have

htþ1 ¼ argmin
h

Uðh; htÞ ¼ ht � V ðhtÞ�1rF ðhtÞ: (28)

504504

505 According to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, this update will not
506 increase F ðhÞ, and GJ ¼

P
i F ðhÞ. The update can be rewrit-

507 ten as

htþ1
a ¼ ht

a

½PIðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ	a
½PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞht	a

; (29)

509509

510 which is another equivalent form of Eq. (13). Therefore, we
511 complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. Similarly, we can finish
512 the proof of Theorem 4.2.
513 Given Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we have the following
514 theorem.

515 Theorem 4.5. L is nonincreasing when either frequent block-
516 wise updates or lazy block-wise updates are applied. L is con-
517 stant if and only ifW andH are at a stationary point of L.

518 Proof. As illustrated in Eq. (8), the overall loss function L is
519 the sum of local loss functions,GJ or FI .GJ is nonincreas-
520 ing whenHðJÞ is updated for any J . FI is nonincreasing as
521 well whenW ðIÞ is updated for any I. Therefore, either fre-
522 quent block-wise updates or lazy block-wise updates will
523 not increase L when W (or H) is updated, no matter how
524 many blocks ofW (orH) are selected for updating in each
525 iteration. Additionally, if and only if all the blocks of W
526 (orH) are at a stationary point ofL,L does not decrease. tu

527 5 DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATIONS

528 Block-wise updates also facilitate a distributed implementa-
529 tion. Different blocks of one factor matrix can be updated in
530 parallel, and can be distributed in memories of all the
531 machines and thus avoid overflowing the memory of one
532 single machine. Storing factor matrices in memory supports

533random access and local aggregation, which are highly use-
534ful when updating them. MapReduce [13] and its extensions
535(e.g, [17]) have emerged as distributed frameworks for data
536intensive computation. In this section, we illustrate the effi-
537cient implementation of concurrent block-wise updates on
538MapReduce. Also, we show how to implement frequent
539block-wise updates and lazy block-wise updates on an
540extended version of MapReduce, iMapReduce [17], which
541supports iterative computations more efficiently. To ground
542our discussion, we begin with an overview of the state-of-
543the-art work that implements the traditional form of update
544functions on MapReduce.

5455.1 Traditional Updates on MapReduce

546The previous effort by Liu et al. [16] is a piece of state-of-the-
547art work of implementing the traditional form of update func-
548tions on MapReduce. For performing matrix multiplication
549(with two largematrices), it needs to join a row (or column) of
550one matrix with each column (or row) of the other one with
551two MapReduce jobs. As a result, a huge amount of interme-
552diate data have to be generated and shuffled. The intermedi-
553ate data explosion is a huge issue in terms of performance.
554In order to elaborate the intermediate data explosion
555issue of implementing the traditional form of update func-
556tions, we take SED-NMF as an instance. To implement the
557update for H (as shown in Eq. (2)) on MapReduce, the pre-
558vious work [16] needs five jobs: two jobs for computing
559WTA, two jobs for computing WTWH, and one job for the
560final update. Among them, the two jobs for computing
561WTA are the bottleneck. The first job generates the interme-
562diate data <j;Ai;jW

T
i� > for any i and j 2 Oi, where Oi

563denotes the set of nonzero elements on the ith row of A. The
564second job takes the intermediate data as its input. The
565intermediate data take OðrmnkÞ space (where r is the spar-
566sity of A), which can be huge considering m and n are at the
567order of hundreds of thousands or even millions. Conse-
568quently, dumping and loading the intermediate data domi-
569nate the time of updating H. Similar conclusion can be
570reached for updatingW .

5715.2 Concurrent Block-Wise Updates on MapReduce

572Block-wise updates enable efficient distributed implementa-
573tions. With block-wise updates, the basic computation units
574in the update functions (e.g., Eqs. (13) and (14)) are blocks
575of factor matrices and blocks of the original matrix. The size
576of a block is adjustable. As a result, when performing an
577essential matrix operation, which involves two blocks of

578matrices (e.g., ðW ðIÞÞT and AðI;JÞ), we can assume that at
579least the smaller block can be held in the memory of a single
580worker. Since W and H are low-rank factor matrices, they
581usually are much smaller than A, and thus the assumption
582that one of their blocks can be held in the memory of one
583single worker is reasonable. The result matrix of an essential
584matrix operation (e.g., ðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ) is usually relatively
585small and can be held in the memory of one single worker
586as well. Storing a matrix (or a block of a matrix) in memory
587efficiently supports random and repeated access, which is
588commonly needed in a matrix operation such as multiplica-
589tion. Maintaining the result matrix in memory supports
590local aggregation. Therefore, one worker can complete an
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591 essential matrix operation locally and efficiently. Note that
592 the other (larger) matrix (e.g., one block of A) is still in disk
593 so as to scale to large NMF problems.
594 Accordingly, the MapReduce programming model fits
595 block-wise updates well. An essential matrix operation with
596 two blocks can be realized in one mapper, and the aggrega-
597 tion of the results of essential matrix operations can be real-
598 ized in reducers. To realize matrix multiplication with two
599 blocks of matrices in one mapper, we exploit the fact that a
600 mapper can cache data in memory before processing input
601 key-value pairs and that a mapper can maintain state across
602 the processing of multiple input key-value pairs and defer
603 emission of intermediate key-value pairs until all the input
604 pairs have been processed. We next illustrate efficient
605 implementations of concurrent block-wise updates for SED-
606 NMF and KLD-NMF, respectively.

607 5.2.1 MapReduce Implementation for SED-NMF

608 Inspired by the previous work [16], which decomposes the
609 update formula of SED-NMF for H into three components,
610 we consider the update formula forHðJÞ ( Eq. (13)) into three

611 parts as well: XðJÞ ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ, Y ðJÞ ¼PIðW ðIÞÞT
612 W ðIÞHðJÞ, and HðJÞ ¼ HðJÞ � XðJÞ

Y ðJÞ . However, we have much

613 more efficient implementation for each part than the previ-

614 ous work, as demonstrated in the following.

615 We have one job to compute XðJÞ ¼PI X
ðI;JÞ ¼

616
P

IðW ðIÞÞTAðI;JÞ. Let X
ðI;JÞ
�j represent the jth column of

617 XðI;JÞ, then

X
ðI;JÞ
�j ¼

Xa
i¼1

A
ðI;JÞ
i;j ðW ðIÞ

i� ÞT ; (30)

619619

620 where a is the number of rows of AðI;JÞ, and W
ðIÞ
i� is the ith

621 row of W ðIÞ. When holding W ðIÞ in memory, a mapper can

622 leverage Eq. (30) to compute XðI;JÞ via continuously reading

623 elements of AðI;JÞ. XðI;JÞ (which is usually small) stays in

624 memory for local aggregation. After computing XðI;JÞ in the

625 mapper, the aggregation XðJÞ ¼PI X
ðI;JÞ can be computed

626 in a reducer. Different reducers computeXðJÞ for different J .

627 Two jobs are used to compute Y ðJÞ ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ

628 HðJÞ. We first compute S ¼PIðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ and then calcu-

629 late Y ðJÞ ¼ SHðJÞ. ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ (a k� k matrix) can be per-

630 formed in one mapper as follows:

ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ ¼
Xa
i¼1
ðW ðIÞ

i� ÞTW ðIÞ
i� : (31)

632632

633 Then, all mappers send ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ to one particular

634 reducer for a global summation. After computing S ¼
635

P
IðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ, calculating Y ðJÞ ¼ SHðJÞ can be done in a

636 job with the map phase only, by Y
ðJÞ
�j ¼ SH

ðJÞ
�j .

637 Last, we have one job (with the map phase only) to com-

638 puteHðJÞ  HðJÞ � XðJÞ
Y ðJÞ . In summary, the MapReduce opera-

639 tions for updatingH are as follows.

640 � Job-IMap: LoadW ðIÞ inmemory, calculateXðI;JÞ using
641 Eq. (30) (takeAðI;JÞ as input), and emit<I;XðI;JÞ >.
642 � Job-I Reduce: Take <I;XðI;JÞ> , and emit<J;XðJÞ> .

643� Job-II Map: Load W ðIÞ in memory, calculate

644ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ using Eq. (31), and emit <I; ðW ðIÞÞT
645W ðIÞ> .
646� Job-II Reduce: Take <I; ðW ðIÞÞTW ðIÞ> , and emit
647<0; S> .
648� Job-III Map: Load S in memory. Emit tuples
649<j; Y

ðJÞ
�j >.

650� Job-IV Map: Read <j;H
ðJÞ
�j > , <j;X

ðJÞ
�j >, and

651<j; Y
ðJÞ
�j >. Emit tuples in the form of <j;H

ðJÞnew
�j > ,

652whereH
ðJÞnew
�j ¼ H

ðJÞ
�j �

X
ðJÞ
�j

Y
ðJÞ
�j

.

653In the previous implementation, we try to minimize data
654shuffling by utilizing local aggregation. However, in each
655iteration it still needs four MapReduce jobs to update H. In
656addition, intermediate data (e.g., XðJÞ) need to be dumped
657into disk and be reloaded in later jobs. We next illustrate
658how to minimize the number of jobs and the amount of
659intermediate data to be reloaded.
660Job-II can be kept (as Job-1), since it only produces a
661small (k� k) matrix and reloading its output does not take
662much time. Job-I, Job-III, and Job-IV can be integrated into
663one job so as to avoid dumping and reloading XðJÞ and
664Y ðJÞ. The integrated job has the same map phase with Job-I.

665In the reduce phase, besides computing X
ðJÞ
�j , it also com-

666putes Y
ðJÞ
�j and finally calculates H

ðJÞnew
�j ¼ H

ðJÞ
�j � ½XðJÞ�j =Y

ðJÞ
�j 	.

667The overview of our optimized implementation is presented
668in Fig. 2, and the MapReduce operations in the integrated
669job (Job-2) are described as follows.

670� Job-2 Map: Load W ðIÞ in memory, calculate XðI;JÞ

671using Eq. (30) (take AðI;JÞ as input), and emit
672<I;XðI;JÞ> .
673� Job-2 Reduce: Take <I;XðI;JÞ> , and first calculate

674X
ðJÞ
�j . Load S in memory. Then, read H

ðJÞ
�j and com-

675pute Y
ðJÞ
�j . Last, calculateH

ðJÞnew
�j .

676In the above, we describe the MapReduce operations
677used to complete the update of H for one iteration. Updat-
678ing W can be performed in the same fashion. We next pro-
679vide a sketch of its design and omit the description of the
680operations.

681The formula for updatingW (Eq. (14)) can also be treated

682as three parts: UðIÞ ¼PJ A
ðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT , V ðIÞ ¼PJ W

ðIÞHðJÞ

683ðHðJÞÞT , andW ðIÞ ¼W ðIÞ � UðIÞ
V ðIÞ . Let U

ðI;JÞ ¼ AðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT , then

U
ðI;JÞ
i� ¼

Xa
j¼1

A
ðI;JÞ
i;j

�
H
ðJÞ
�j
�T
: (32)

685685

686To efficiently compute V ðIÞ, we compute HðJÞðHðJÞÞT first in

687the following way

HðJÞðHðJÞÞT ¼
Xb
j¼1

H
ðJÞ
�j
�
H
ðJÞ
�j
�T
: (33) 689689

690

6915.2.2 MapReduce Implementation for KLD-NMF

692For KLD-NMF, we also decompose the update formula for

693HðJÞ (Eq. (17)) into three parts: XðJÞ ¼PI ½ðW ðIÞÞT AðI;JÞ
W ðIÞHðJÞ	,

694Y ðJÞ ¼PI ½ðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ	, andHðJÞ ¼ HðJÞ � XðJÞ
Y ðJÞ .
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W ðIÞHðJÞ	.
696 LetX

ðI;JÞ
�j represent the jth column ofXðI;JÞ, then

X
ðI;JÞ
�j ¼

Xa
i¼1
ðW ðIÞ

i� ÞT
A
ðI;JÞ
i;j

W
ðIÞ
i� H

ðJÞ
�j

: (34)

698698

699 When holding W ðIÞ and HðJÞ in memory, a mapper can

700 leverage Eq. (34) to compute XðI;JÞ via continuously reading

701 elements of AðI;JÞ. XðI;JÞ stays in memory for local aggrega-

702 tion. After computing XðI;JÞ in the mapper, the aggregation

703 XðJÞ ¼PI X
ðI;JÞ can be computed in a reducer.

704 One job is used to compute Y ðJÞ ¼PI ½ðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ	. Let
705 Y ðI;JÞ ¼ ðW ðIÞÞTEðI;JÞ. Computing Y ðI;JÞ seems time-con-
706 suming because it multiplies two dense matrices. But since
707 all elements of EðI;JÞ is 1, all the columns of Y ðI;JÞ are the
708 same. Therefore, we actually only need to calculate one col-
709 umn of Y ðI;JÞ. For example,

Y
ðI;JÞ
�j ¼

Xa
i¼1
ðW ðIÞ

i� ÞT : (35)

711711

712 After computing Y ðI;JÞ in the mapper, the aggregation
713 Y ðJÞ ¼PI Y

ðI;JÞ can be computed in a reducer.

714 The formula for updatingW (Eq. (18)) can also be treated

715 as three parts: U ðIÞ ¼PJ
AðI;JÞ

W ðIÞHðJÞ ðHðJÞÞ
T , V ðIÞ ¼PJ E

ðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT ,
716 andW ðIÞ ¼W ðIÞ � UðIÞ

V ðIÞ. Let U
ðI;JÞ ¼ AðI;JÞ

W ðIÞHðJÞ ðHðJÞÞ
T , then

U
ðI;JÞ
i� ¼

Xb
j¼1

A
ðI;JÞ
i;j

W
ðIÞ
i� H

ðJÞ
�j
ðHðJÞ�j ÞT : (36)718718

719

720 Let V ðI;JÞ ¼ EðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT , and it can be calculated in the
721 following way

V
ðI;JÞ
i� ¼

Xb
j¼1
ðHðJÞ�j ÞT : (37)

723723

724 Then V ðIÞ can be computed through V ðIÞ ¼PJ V
ðI;JÞ.

725 After decomposing the update formulae for KLD-NMF,
726 the MapReduce operations can be easily derived by follow-
727 ing the way of achieving operations for SED-NMF. The
728 overview of these operations is shown in Fig. 3, while the
729 details are omitted.

730 5.2.3 Analysis

731 The intermediate data and the memory usage of implement-
732 ing concurrent block-wise updates on MapReduce are

733analyzed here. Assume that W has c blocks and H has d
734blocks. Take SED-NMF as an example. Similar conclusions
735can be obtained for KLD-NMF. We first analyze the inter-
736mediate data. For updating H, the main intermediate data it

737generates are XðI;JÞ (for any I and J , cd copies in total),

738which take Oðk n
dÞ space. Therefore, the main intermediate

739data take OðkncÞ space in total. Similarly, we can show that
740the main intermediate data of updating W take OðkmdÞ
741space in total. We can control the values of c and d and typi-
742cally have c� m and d� n. Therefore, the implementation
743of concurrent updates doest not suffer from the intermedi-
744ate data explosion issue, and is much more efficient than
745the implementation of the traditional form of updates.
746We then analyze the memory usage. For updating H,
747the main memory usage happens in the map phase. A
748mapper at most needs to cache W ðIÞ and XðI;JÞ in memory,
749which take Oðkm

c þ k n
dÞ space. Similarly, we can show that

750for updating W a mapper at most needs Oðkm
c þ k n

dÞ mem-
751ory space. We know k is typically small (since NMF is a
752low-rank approximation). Therefore, for m and n even at
753the order of millions, a commodity server does not have
754the memory overflow problem.

7555.3 Frequent Block-Wise Updates on iMapReduce

756Although frequent updates have potential to speed up
757NMF, parallelizing frequent updates in a distributed envi-
758ronment is challenging. Computations such as global sum-
759mations need to be done in a centralized way. When
760processing the distributed blocks of factor matrices, the sys-
761tem has to synchronize the global summations frequently.
762Synchronizing the global resources in a distributed environ-
763ment may result in considerable overhead, especially on
764MapReduce. MapReduce starts a new job for each computa-
765tion errand. Each job needs to be initialized and load its
766input data, even when the data are from a previous job. Fre-
767quent updates bring more jobs. As a result, the initialization
768overhead and the cost of repeatedly loading data may van-
769ish the benefit of frequent updates.
770We here propose implementations for frequent block-wise
771updates and lazy block-wise updates on iMapReduce [17].
772iMapReduce uses persistent mappers and reducers to avoid
773job initialization overhead. Each mapper is paired with one
774reducer. One pair of mapper and reducer can be seen as one
775logical worker. Data shuffling between mappers and reduc-
776ers is the samewith that ofMapReduce. In addition, a reducer
777of iMapReduce can redirect its output to its paired mapper.
778Since mappers and reducers are persistent, data can bemain-
779tained in memory across different iterations, and thus can
780avoid repeatedly loading data. As a result, iMapReduce
781decreases the overhead of frequent block-wise updates.

Fig. 2. Overview of the optimized implementation for updating HðJÞ of
SED-NMF on MapReduce.

Fig. 3. Overview of the implementation for updatingHðJÞ of KLD-NMF on
MapReduce.
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782 We implement frequent block-wise updates on iMapRe-
783 duce in the following way. H is evenly split into r blocks,
784 and W is evenly partitioned into p � r blocks, where r is the
785 number of workers and p is a parameter used to control
786 update frequency. Each worker handles p blocks of W and
787 one block of H. In each iteration a worker updates its H
788 block and one selected W block. That is, there are r blocks
789 of W in total to be updated in each iteration. Each worker
790 rotates the selected W block on all its W blocks. The setting
791 of p plays an important role on frequent block-wise updates.
792 Setting p too large may incur considerable overhead for syn-
793 chronization. Setting it too small may degrade the effect of
794 the frequent updates. In an extreme case, we can set p ¼ 1,
795 then frequent block-wise updates degrade to concurrent
796 block-wise updates. We can derive the optimal p theoreti-
797 cally. Let F ðpÞ represent the total times of the row of W
798 being updated in one worker to reach the convergence
799 point. Each W block (in one worker) has m=ðp � rÞ rows.
800 Then, since one W block is updated, one H block is
801 updated, and thus F ðpÞ � p � r=m is the total times of the H
802 block being updated in one worker. We use T1 to denote the
803 time of updating one row of W and T2 to denote the time of
804 updating the H block. Then, finding the optimal p becomes

805 the problem of finding the p that minimize fF ðpÞ � T1 þ
806 F ðpÞ � p � r � T2=mg. We evaluate F ðpÞ through experiments

807 and find it roughly has such a relationship with p that

808 F ðpÞ ¼ a=pþ b. Then, we can derive the optimal p (i.e., p�):
809 p� ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a �m � T1=ðb � r � T2Þ
p

. Therefore, one way to set p is
810 to measure a, b, T1, and T2 (m and r are known). In Section
811 6.4, we will also provide a practical way of setting p.
812 The only difference between the implementation of fre-
813 quent block-wise updates and that of lazy block-wise
814 updates is the way of selecting the W block for updating in
815 each iteration. The former selects a block in a round-robin
816 way, while the latter makes selection based on the a block’s
817 importance (e.g., L1-norm of the change). Therefore, the
818 implementation of lazy block-wise updates is omitted due
819 to space limitations.

820 5.3.1 iMapReduce Implementation for KLD-NMF

821 We here show how to implement frequent updates for KLD-
822 NMF on iMapReduce. Map-1x represents different stages of
823 a mapper, and Reduce-1x represents different stages of a
824 reducer.

825 � Map-1a: Load a subset (i.e., p) of W blocks (e.g.,

826 ðW ðBÞnewÞ) in memory (first iteration only) or receive
827 one updated W block from last iteration. For all
828 loaded or received blocks, compute Sl via Sl ¼
829 ðW ðBÞnewÞTEðB;JÞ (first iteration) or Sl ¼ Sl þ
830 ððW ðBÞnewÞTEðB;JÞ � ðW ðBÞÞTEðB;JÞÞ, and replace W ðBÞ

831 with W ðBÞnew. Broadcast <d; Sl> to all reducers,
832 where d is the corresponding reducer ID.
833 � Reduce-1a: Take <d; Sl>, compute S ¼Pl Sl, and
834 store S in memory.
835 � Map-1b: For each loaded or received W block in
836 the previous phase (e.g., ðW ðBÞnewÞ), read AðB;JÞ

837 and HðJÞ, and then emit tuples in the form of
838 <B;XðB;JÞ>whereXðB;JÞ is calculated using Eq. (34)

839(first iteration) or in the form of <B;DXðB;JÞ> where

840DXðB;JÞ ¼ ðW ðBÞnewÞT AðB;JÞ
W ðBÞnewHðJÞ �XðB;JÞ.

841� Reduce-1b: Take <B;XðB;JÞ> and calculate XðJÞ ¼
842

P
B XðB;JÞ (first iteration) or take <B;DXðB;JÞ> and

843calculate XðJÞ ¼ XðJÞ þPB DXðB;JÞ. Then, calculate
844HðJÞnew by (HðJÞnew ¼ HðJÞ � XðJÞ

S ), store it in memory,
845and pass one copy to Map-1c in the form of
846<J;HðJÞnew>.
847� Map-1c: Receive (just updated)HðJÞ from Reduce-1b.

848Broadcast <J;EðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT > to all reducers.
849� Reduce-1c: Take <J;EðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT >, compute Z ¼
850

P
J E

ðI;JÞðHðJÞÞT , and store Z in memory.
851� Map-1d: For aW block that is selected in current iter-
852ation (e.g., ðW ðBÞÞ), read AðB;JÞ and HðJÞ; and then
853emit tuples in the form of <J;UðB;JÞ>, where U ðB;JÞ

854is calculated using Eq. (36).
855� Reduce-1d: Take <J;U ðB;JÞ>, and calculate U ðBÞ ¼
856

P
J U

ðB;JÞ. Then, calculate W ðBÞnew ¼W ðBÞ � UðBÞ
Z ,

857store it in memory, and pass one copy to Map-1a.
858The iMapReduce Implementation for SED-NMF is omit-
859teddue to space limitations.We can show that our implemen-
860tation of frequent block-wise updates takes only Oðkmþ knÞ
861aggregate memory of the cluster for either SED-NMF or
862KLD-NMF. Since k is typically small, even a small cluster of
863commodity servers can handle theNMF problemwithm and
864n at the order ofmillionswithoutmemory overflow.

8656 EVALUATION

866In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
867of block-wise updates on both synthetic and real-word data-
868sets. For MapReduce, we use its open source implementa-
869tion, Hadoop. Experiments are performed on both small-
870scale and large-scale clusters.

8716.1 Experiment Setup

872We build both a small-scale cluster of local machines and a
873large-scale cluster on the Amazon EC2 cloud. The local
874cluster consists of 4 machines, and each one has dual-core
8752.66 GHz CPU, 4 GB of RAM, 1TB hard disk. The Amazon
876cluster consists of 100 medium instances.
877Both synthetic and real-word datasets are used in our
878experiments. We use two real-world datasets. One is a doc-
879ument-term matrix, NYTimes, from UCI Machine Learning
880Repository [26]. The other one is a user-movie matrix from
881the Netflix prize [27]. We also generate several matrices
882with different choices of m (the number of rows) and n (the
883number of columns). The sparsity is set to 0.1 unless other-
884wise specified, and each element is a random integer num-
885ber uniformly selected from range 1 to 5. The datasets are
886summarized in Table 2.
887Unless otherwise specified, we use rank k ¼ 10, and use
888p ¼ 8 for frequent block-wise updates (which means each
889worker updates 1

8 of itsW blocks in each iteration).

8906.2 Comparison with Existing Work

891The first set of experiments focuses on demonstrating the
892advantage of our (optimized) implementation of concurrent
893block-wise updates on MapReduce. We compare it with a
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894 piece of state-of-the-art work of implementing the tradi-
895 tional form of update functions, which is discussed in
896 Section 4.1. The implementation of concurrent block-wise
897 updates on iMapReduce is added into the comparison to
898 show iMapReduce’s superiority over MapReduce. For a
899 comprehensive comparison, the iMapReduce implementa-
900 tion of the traditional form is taken into consideration as
901 well. As described in Section 4, concurrent block-wise
902 updates are equivalent to the multiplicative update, and
903 thus they need the same number of iterations to reach the
904 convergence point. Therefore, we leverage the time taken in
905 a single iteration to directly compare their performance.
906 Fig. 4 shows the time taken in one iteration of all the
907 four implementations for SED-NMF on both synthetic and
908 real-word datasets. Note that the y-axis is in log scale. Our
909 implementation on MapReduce (denoted by “Block-wise
910 on MR”) is 19x - 57x faster than the existing approach
911 (denoted by “Row/Column-wise on MR”). Moreover, for
912 the block-wise updates, the implementation on iMapRe-
913 duce (denoted by “Block-wise on iMR”) is up to 2x faster
914 than that on MapReduce, since iMapReduce can eliminate
915 the job initialization overhead and the cost of repeatedly
916 dumping/loading factor matrices (note that the original
917 matrix still needs to be loaded from the file system at each
918 iteration). For the traditional form of update functions, the
919 improvement by iMapReduce is quite limited. The reasons
920 are twofold. One is that its implementation does not store
921 factor matrices in memory, and thus there is no benefit of
922 eliminating the cost of repeatedly dumping/loading factor
923 matrices. The other is that compared to the long running
924 time of a job, the job initialization overhead is almost

925ignorable, and thus eliminating the job initialization over-
926head does not make a huge difference.
927Fig. 5 shows the time taken in one iteration of all the four
928implementations for KLD-NMF. Similar to SED-NMF, our
929implementation on MapReduce is 20x - 59x faster than the
930existing approach. Furthermore, for the block-wise updates,
931the implementation on iMapReduce is up to 3x faster than
932that on MapReduce; while for the traditional form of update
933functions, the improvement by iMapReduce is ignorable.

9346.3 Effect of Frequent Updates and Lazy Updates

935Frequent block-wise updates leverage more up-to-date H to
936update W than concurrent block-wise updates, since they
937update H more frequently. Therefore, they have the poten-
938tial to reach the convergence criterion with less workload.
939To evaluate their effect, we compare frequent block-wise
940updates with concurrent block-wise updates when both
941implemented on iMapReduce.
942We find that lazy block-wise updates usually work well
943when matrix A is unbalanced. That is, some of its blocks
944have more nonzero element, while others have less nonzero
945elements. To illustrate the performance, we generate a syn-
946thetic matrix, Syn-100k-20k-Spa. During the generation,
947sparsity is set to 0.1 for 20 percent of the rows and set to 0.01
948for the rest of rows. Lazy block-wise updates are imple-
949mented on iMapReduce as well.
950All update approaches start with the same initial values
951when compared on the same dataset. Fig. 6 plots the perfor-
952mance comparison for SED-NMF. We can see that frequent
953block-wise updates (“Frequent”) converge faster than con-
954current block-wise updates (“Concurrent”) on all the four
955datasets. In other words, if we use a predefined loss value
956as the convergence criterion, frequent block-wise updates
957would have much shorter running time. Lazy block-wise
958updates (“Lazy”) can converge even faster than frequent
959block-wise updates. Similar phenomena are observed for
960KLD-NMF, as shown in Fig. 7. Since lazy block-wise
961updates usually only work well for unbalanced matrices,
962we focus on frequent block-wise updates in the rest.

TABLE 2
Dataset Summary

Dataset # of rows # of columns # of nonzero elements

Netflix 480,189 17,770 100M
NYTimes 300,000 102,660 70M
Syn-m-n m n 0:1 �m � n

Fig. 4. Time taken in one iteration for SED-NMF on the local cluster. The
y-axis is in log scale.

Fig. 5. Time taken in one iteration for KLD-NMF on the local cluster. The
y-axis is in log scale.

Fig. 6. Convergence speed of SED-NMF on the local cluster.
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964 As stated in Section 5.3, the update frequency can make a
965 huge impact on the performance of frequent block-wise
966 updates. The best setting of p is a square root of several met-
967 rics, which means it is not sensitive to those metrics. In
968 experiments, we indeed find that a quite large range of p
969 can allow frequent block-wise updates to have better perfor-
970 mance than their concurrent counterparts, and the best set-
971 ting of p stays in the range from 4 to 16. That is also why we
972 set p ¼ 8 by default. For example, Fig. 8 shows the conver-
973 gence speed with different settings on dataset Netflix for
974 SED-NMF. Another interesting finding is that if a setting is
975 better during the first few iterations, it will continue to be
976 better. Hence, another practical way of obtaining a good set-
977 ting of p is to test several candidate settings, each for a few
978 iterations, and then choose the best one. Similar trends are
979 observed for KLD-NMF and are omitted here.

980 6.5 Different Data Sizes

981 We then measure how block-wise updates scale with
982 increasing size of the original matrix A. We generate syn-
983 thetic datasets of different sizes by fixing the number of
984 (100k) rows and increasing the number of columns. Fig. 9
985 shows the time taken in one iteration of the block-wise
986 updates and the traditional row/column-wise updates as
987 dataset sizes vary. The time of either implementation

988increases as the number of columns increases, and the time
989of the latter increases much faster. When the number of
990columns is 100k, our implementation of block-wise updates
991is 90x faster than the implementation of the traditional
992updates (compared to 57x speedup when the number of
993columns is 20k).
994We next compare the running time of concurrent block-
995wise updates with that of frequent block-wise updates. We
996use the loss value when concurrent block-wise updates run
997for 25 iterations as the convergence point. Then the time
998used to reach this convergence point is measured as the run-
999ning time. This criterion also applies to later comparisons.
1000As presented in Fig. 10, the running time of either type of
1001updates increases sub-linearly with the size of the dataset.
1002Moreover, frequent block-wise updates are up to 2.7x faster
1003than concurrent block-wise updates. The results for KLD-
1004NMF have similar trends and are omitted here.

10056.6 Different Settings of Rank

1006We also measure how block-wise updates scale with differ-
1007ent settings of the rank. Due to space limitation, we only
1008present the results for SED-NMF. Fig. 11 shows the time
1009taken in one iteration of the block-wise updates and the tra-
1010ditional row/column-wise updates on dataset Syn-100K-
101120K as k varies from 10 to 50. It can be seen that the time of
1012either implementation increases as k increases, and the time

Fig. 7. Convergence speed of KLD-NMF on the local cluster.

Fig. 8. Convergence speed versus update frequency. The numbers
associated with “Fre” represent settings of p.

Fig. 9. Comparing Row/Column-wise updates with block-wise updates
through varying dataset size.

Fig. 10. Comparing concurrent block-wise updates with frequent block-
wise updates through varying dataset size.

Fig. 11. Time taken in one iteration versus different settings of rank on
the local cluster for SED-NMF on MapReduce.
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1014 mentation of block-wise updates is 107x faster than the
1015 implementation of the traditional updates (compared to 57x
1016 speedup when k ¼ 10).
1017 We then compare the running time of concurrent block-
1018 wise updates with that of frequent block-wise updates as k
1019 varies. As plotted in Fig. 12, the running time of either
1020 type of updates increases sub-linearly with k. Furthermore,
1021 the running time of concurrent block-wise updates
1022 increases faster.

1023 6.7 Scaling Performance

1024 To validate the scalability of our implementations, we eval-
1025 uate them on the Amazon EC2 cloud. The results of SED-
1026 NMF are reported. We use dataset Syn-1M-20K, which has
1027 1 million rows, 20 thousand columns, and 2 billion nonzero
1028 elements.
1029 As described in Section 4.1, concurrent block-wise
1030 updates are equivalent to row/column-wise updates from
1031 the matrix operation perspective, and thus they need the
1032 same number of iterations to reach the convergence point.
1033 Therefore, we leverage the time taken in a single iteration to
1034 directly compare their performance. Fig. 13 plots the time
1035 taken in a single iteration when all four implementations
1036 running on 100 nodes (i.e., instances). Our implementation
1037 on MapReduce is 23x faster than that of the existing
1038 approach. For block-wise updates, the implementation on
1039 iMapReduce is 1.5x faster than that on MapReduce. Fig. 14
1040 shows the time taken in one iteration of the block-wise
1041 updates and the traditional row/column-wise updates as
1042 the number of nodes being used increases from 20 to 100.
1043 The time of either implementation decreases as the number
1044 of nodes increases.
1045 Fig. 15 compares the running time of concurrent block-
1046 wise updates with that of frequent block-wise updates as
1047 the number of nodes increases. We can see that the running
1048 time of either frequent block-wise updates or concurrent

1049block-wise updates decreases smoothly as the number of
1050nodes increases. In addition, frequent block-wise updates
1051outperform concurrent block-wise updates with any num-
1052ber of nodes in the cluster.

10537 RELATED WORK

1054Matrix factorization has been applied very widely [3], [4],
1055[12], [27], [28], [29]. Due to its popularity and increasingly
1056larger datasets, many approaches for paralleling it have
1057been proposed. Zhou et al. [30] and Schelter et al. [31] show
1058how to distribute the alternating least squares algorithm for
1059matrix factorization. Both approaches require that each
1060worker has a copy of one factor matrix when the one is
1061updated. This requirement limits its scalability. For large
1062matrix factorization problems, it is important that factor
1063matrices can be distributed. Several efforts handle matrix
1064factorization using distributed gradient descent methods,
1065which can distribute factor matrix updates across a cluster
1066of machines [5], [20], [21], [32], [33]. These approaches
1067mainly focus on in-memory implementation, in which both
1068the original matrix and factor matrices are in the aggregate
1069memory of the cluster, and use the forms of update func-
1070tions differently from the form we present. Additionally,
1071our approach puts the original matrix on disk so as to scale
1072to large NMF problems using commodity servers. A
1073closely related work is from Liu et al. [16]. They propose a
1074scheme of implementing the multiplicative update
1075approach on MapReduce. Their scheme is based on the tra-
1076ditional form of update functions and thus has the inter-
1077mediate data explosion issue.
1078It has been shown that frequent updates can accelerate
1079Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithms [24], [34], [35],
1080[36], [37]. Somewhat surprisingly, there has been no attempt
1081to apply this approach to NMF, even though there is equiva-
1082lence between certain variations of NMF and some EM algo-
1083rithms like K-means [38]. Our work demonstrates that
1084frequent updates can also accelerate NMF.

Fig. 12. Running time versus sdifferent settings of rank on the local clus-
ter for SED-NMF on iMapReduce.

Fig. 13. Time taken in one iteration for KLD-NMF on Amazon EC2 cloud.
The y-axis is in log scale.

Fig. 14. Scaling performance of MapReduce implementations on Ama-
zon EC2 cloud. The y-axis is in log scale.

Fig. 15. Scaling performance of iMapReduce implementations on Ama-
zon EC2 cloud.
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1085 8 CONCLUSION

1086 In this paper, we find that by leveraging a new form of
1087 factor matrix update functions, block-wise updates, we
1088 can perform local aggregation and thus have an efficient
1089 MapReduce implementation for NMF. Moreover, we pro-
1090 pose frequent block-wise updates and lazy block-wise
1091 updates, which aim to use the most recently updated
1092 data whenever possible and avoid unnecessary computa-
1093 tions. As a result, frequent block-wise updates and lazy
1094 block-wise updates can further improve the performance,
1095 compared with concurrent block-wise updates. We imple-
1096 ment concurrent block-wise updates on MapReduce and
1097 implement all block-wise updates on iMapReduce for two
1098 classical NMFs: one uses the square of Euclidean distance
1099 as the loss function, and the other uses the generalized
1100 KL-divergence. With both synthetic and real-world data-
1101 sets, the evaluation results show that our iMapReduce
1102 implementation with frequent block-wise updates is up
1103 to two orders of magnitude faster than the existing Map-
1104 Reduce implementation with the traditional form of
1105 update functions.
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